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ABSTRACT: The concept of the second slavery radically reinterprets the relation of
slavery and capitalism by calling attention to the emergence of extensive new zones of
slave commodity production in the US South, Cuba, and Brazil as part of nineteenth-
century industrialization and world-economic expansion. This article examines the
conceptual framework and methodological procedures that inform this interpreta-
tion. It reformulates the concept of the capitalist world-economy by emphasizing the
mutual formation and historical interrelation of global–local relations. This open
conception of world-economy permits the temporal-spatial specification of the
zones of the second slavery. In this way, it is possible both to distinguish the new
zones of the second slavery from previous world-economic zones of slave produc-
tion and to establish the ways in which they are formative of the emerging industrial
world division of labor. From this perspective, analysis of sugar production in
Jamaica, Guyana, and Cuba discloses spatial-temporal differences between what
would otherwise be taken as apparently similar historical-geographical complexes.
This comparison demonstrates how world-economic processes produce particular
local histories and how such histories structure the world-economy as a whole. This
approach locates the crisis of slavery during the nineteenth century in the differ-
entiated response to processes of world accumulation, rather than the incompatibility
of slave production with industrialization and open, competitive markets. More
generally, it calls attention to the continuity of forms of forced labor in the historical
development of the capitalist world-economy and to the ways that processes of
capitalist development produce social-economic differentiation and hierarchy on a
world scale.
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INTRODUCTION

“The ‘Second Slavery’: Bonded Labor and the Transformation of the
Nineteenth-Century World Economy” was first published in 1988.1 It was
a period in which scholars were turning their energies in a different
direction and the text drew little attention. Post-structuralism and post-
modernism changed the focus of historical inquiry and swept the academic
landscape. Approaches to long-term and large-scale historical change were
characterized as “grand narratives” and effectively dismissed. Scholars
reduced the scale of inquiry and focused on questions of the agency of
individual actors, identity, and cultural meaning. On the other side of the
coin, virtually as a counterpoint to cultural approaches, studies of slave
economy, particularly those that focus on the question of the abolition of
slavery, became a privileged province of the New Economic History. Here,
historians combined quantification of large masses of data with economic
theory to yield new insights into the productivity and profitability of slave
economies. However, like those of cultural history, their accounts also
decontextualized historical processes. The New Economic History rein-
troduced an old distinction between economic and ideological, political
and/or moral forces. Their interpretations are firmly embedded in the fra-
mework of national histories and operate within a conception of homo-
geneous linear historical time. They generally regard Anglo-American
slavery as normative and presume that the institution of slavery everywhere
was subject to the same processes that played themselves out in Anglo-
Saxon world. Twenty years later, perhaps motivated by problems created by
globalization, growing social inequality, and economic crisis, a growing
number of historians and social scientists turned once again to studying
processes of long-term and large-scale historical change. World history, the
history of capitalism, and capitalism and slavery, among other problems,
have assumed an ever more prominent place on the current intellectual
agenda. In this atmosphere, the concept of the second slavery has attracted
attention from many scholars who have seen it as a productive way of
rethinking old problems and posing new ones. It has generated extensive
discussion in Latin America, the Caribbean, Europe, and the United States.2

However, despite growing interest in the concept of the second slavery, the
term is frequently used without considering its theoretical background. For

1. Dale Tomich, “The ‘Second Slavery’: Bonded Labor and the Transformation of the
Nineteenth-Century World Economy”, in Francisco O. Ramirez (ed.), Rethinking the Nine-
teenth Century: Movements and Contradictions (Westport, CT, 1988), pp. 103–107; republished
in Dale Tomich, Through the Prism of Slavery: Labor, Capital, and World Economy (Lanham,
MD, 2004), pp. 56–71.
2. This debate has by now generated a considerable literature. For an overview of some of these
perspectives in their historiographical context see Dale Tomich (ed.), Slavery and Historical
Capitalism during the Nineteenth Century (Lanham MD, 2017).
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this reason, this article emphasizes the methodological and theoretical
approach that underlies the concept of the second slavery in order to draw
out its implications not only as a way of addressing the question of capitalism
and slavery, but for studying world-economic change more broadly. I would
like to make clear at the outset that the second slavery is not simply about the
peculiar local histories of the cotton south, the Cuban sugar belt and the
Brazilian coffee belt. Rather, the concept of second slavery is formulated
within the framework of the capitalist world-economy and offers an
approach to the study of world capitalism. It calls attention to the ways that
these particular zones of slave production are integral parts of the historical
reformation of the capitalist world-economy during the nineteenth century.
The development of each zone at once structures and is structured by the
world division of labor. Thus, their emergence and development cannot be
understood outside of that of the capitalist world-economy as a whole. By
interpreting these particular slave formations as parts of the world-economy,
the second slavery concept simultaneously reinterprets the history of Atlantic
slavery and of the world-economy. It calls attention to the spatial and tem-
poral specificity of particular slave formations and challenges linear narratives
constructed around the antithesis of slavery and progress. At same time, it
critically reworks the world-systems perspective to more adequately account
for the complexity of global–local relations.

THE CONCEPT OF THE SECOND SLAVERY

The concept of the second slavery represents an attempt to account for the
extraordinary expansion of new frontiers of slave commodity production –

cotton in the US South, sugar in Cuba, and coffee in Brazil – during the
nineteenth century and their role in the economic and political transfor-
mations of the nineteenth-century world-economy.3 These zones of the
second slavery are of special interest because their development runs
counter to prevailing interpretations of slavery in the Americas, which
regard slavery as incompatible with a modern industrial capitalist economy
and liberal political ideas and values. Such assumptions about the archaic or
anachronistic character of slavery in the modern world have long been
mobilized in the context of national narratives constructed around notions
of linear time and progress. Within such accounts, slavery is seen as destined
to disappear with the emergence of liberal capitalist modernity, with the

3. It should be emphasized that the focus of the second slavery is not on national histories per se,
but on specific zones of commodity production within national formations. The concept can thus
contribute to understanding regional uneven development within national states as well as within
the world-economy. See Rafael Marquese and Ricardo Salles, “Slavery in Nineteenth Century
Brazil: History and Historiography”, in Tomich, Slavery and Historical Capitalism Slavery and
Historical Capitalism, pp. 123–169.
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result that the persistence or absence of slavery becomes a marker of
national backwardness or national progress.
More recently, there has been a shift in scholarly approaches to these

problems. Even if many scholars continue to regard slavery as a non-
capitalist, social-economic form that is incompatible with free markets and
industrial capitalism, the consensus now favors the thesis that modern
slavery is a form of capitalism. Despite this shift, the consequences of
treating slavery as capitalist remain relatively unexplored even now. Some
key conceptual problems are seldom articulated, let alone examined. What
is meant by capitalism? In what ways is slavery capitalist? What are the
consequences of such understandings? Too often, slavery is simply
absorbed into a generalized conception of capitalism as the pursuit of
profit through production for the market. The profitability of slavery then
serves to simply disqualify any economic motives for its destruction in
favor of ideological and political ones – which again play out in a national
arena.4 Even in its capitalist garb, slavery continues to be treated as a
national phenomenon whose anomalous character is measured against an
idealized liberal political and economic modernity that is regarded as
normative.
Contrary to such assumptions, the work that has been developed from

the perspective of the second slavery proposes that the new zones of slave
production were formed as parts of a distinct historical cycle of economic
and geographic expansion of the capitalist world-economy that trans-
formed the Atlantic world during the first part of the nineteenth century.
The condition for these developments were world-economic processes of
industrialization and urbanization, the restructuring of world markets,
decolonization, and the formation of nation states in the Americas, toge-
ther with the development of liberal conceptions of politics and economy.
On the one hand, these zones met, through the massive redeployment and
restructuring of slave labor, growing world demand for cotton as an
industrial raw material, and sugar and coffee for consumption by the
working and middle classes concentrated in the urban centers of the North
Atlantic. On the other hand, they were shaped by the political forces of
the Age of Revolution and confronted the forces of anti-slavery and
decolonization. US independence, the Haitian Revolution, and Latin
American independence destroyed the colonial system in the Atlantic
(which had provided the structural support of the preceding slave sys-
tems) and led to the formation of independent nation states in the Amer-
icas. As part of this political movement, the ideological terrain of the

4. This approach informs the extensive writings of the New Economic Historians on slavery.
For a critical analysis of this perspective see Dale Tomich, “Slavery in Historical Capitalism:
Toward a Theoretical History of the Second Slavery”, in Tomich, Slavery and Historical
Capitalism, pp. 37–65.
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Atlantic world was transformed. Vigorous liberal and anti-slavery
movements and ideologies appeared throughout the Atlantic world
together with multiple episodes of slave resistance, with new and diverse
ideological contents. Britain, which had abolished the slave trade and
slavery within its own empire, spearheaded efforts to abolish the inter-
national slave trade, the lifeblood of the second slavery and to reshape the
Atlantic political and economic order in accordance with liberal princi-
ples. However, liberal ideas were not the monopoly of anti-slavery forces.
The pro-slavery politics of the second slavery were defined in relation to
this politics of abolitionism and anti-slavery; beyond that, they were
themselves frequently grounded in liberal conceptions of economy and
state.5

The territories in which the second slavery most fully developed were
new commodity frontiers. Each was a relatively extensive unexploited zone
at the margin of settlement with favorable environmental and geographical
conditions for the cultivation of a particular crop. With the material and
economic expansion of the world-economy during the first half of the
nineteenth century, each zone was quickly subordinated to the production
of its particular crop and incorporated into the changing world division of
labor. Because these zones were relatively unpopulated and plantation
production expanded rapidly there was a chronic shortage of labor that was
met by the slave trade.6 Slavery in these new agricultural frontiers was
reconfigured within an unprecedented constellation of political and eco-
nomic forces. Its systemic character and meaning were profoundly altered
compared with previous forms of slavery. At the core of this expansive
second slavery was the redeployment of slave labor as a mass productive
force, that is the mass concentration of slave laborers devoted to mono-
cultural staple production and the creation of new productive spaces to
meet growing world market demand. Staple production in the new zones of
the second slavery had to adapt to competitive and expanding post-colonial
markets. Each zone was characterized by the increased geographical and
economic scale of production, the expansion, and intensification of slave
labor, and the incorporation of new production and transportation tech-
nologies. Each led the world in the production of its particular commodity
and expanded production at an unprecedented rate over the first half of the
nineteenth century. The emergence of the new zones of the second slavery
restructured the overall pattern of Atlantic trade. While the US South
became the leading exporter of raw cotton to Britain, the US became the

5. Domenico Losurdo, Liberalism: A Counter-History (London, 2011); Dale Tomich (ed.), The
Politics of the Second Slavery (Albany, NY, 2016).
6. Jason W. Moore, “Sugar and the Expansion of the Early Modern World-Economy: Com-
modity Frontiers, Ecological Transformation, and Industrialization”, Review, XXII: 3 (2000),
pp. 409–433.
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prime market for Cuban sugar and Brazilian coffee. These zones generated
a demand for labor that, between 1814 and the mid-1850s, when the inter-
national slave trade finally came to an end, brought the Atlantic slave trade,
both legal and illegal, to perhaps the highest level in its history. In addition,
the US and Brazil had substantial internal slave trades. The destinations for
these involuntary laborers were almost exclusively the new commodity
frontiers. The zones of the second slavery were part and parcel of the for-
mation of the liberal industrial capitalist order of the first half of the nine-
teenth century. They exposed the inner antagonisms and contradictions of
this order.

THE SECOND SLAVERY AND THE WORLD-SYSTEM

The concept of the second slavery attempts to come to terms with the spatial
and temporal specificity of these new frontiers of slave commodity pro-
duction. It challenges conventional paradigms for interpreting the slave
formations of the Americas by viewing them not as anachronisms or sur-
vivals, but as integral aspects of the formation of the nineteenth century
world political and economic order. It is, I think, what Pierre Bourdieu calls
an “open concept”.7 It allows us to bring together and reinterpret, within a
new explanatory framework, disparate phenomena that are already known
but are ignored, taken for granted, or treated as anomalies or anachronisms.
At the same time, it allows us to ask new questions for research. Many of the
substantive changes entailed in the development of the second slavery have
been examined by scholars. However, they have been treated as purely
national phenomena and inscribed in a continuous linear history of slavery
that reproduces the archaic/modern binomial. The concept of second
slavery offers a new way of looking at these processes and interpreting
them. Instead of proceeding by means of national narratives or conven-
tional formal comparison of distinct slave societies, it seeks to trace the
sequences of world historical change that transformed slave relations in
each of these new zones during this period and draw out their implications
for our understanding of slavery and the development of the capitalist
world-economy.8

7. Pierre Bourdieu, In Other Words: Essays Towards a Reflexive Sociology (Stanford, CA, 1990),
pp. 40–41.
8. Terence K. Hopkins, “The Study of the Capitalist World-Economy: Some Introductory
Considerations”, in Terence K. Hopkins, Immanuel Wallerstein and Associates, World-Systems
Analysis: Theory and Methodology (Beverley Hills, CA, 1982), pp. 9–38, 29–32; Dale Tomich,
“Small Islands and Huge Comparisons: Caribbean Plantations, Historical Unevenness, and
Capitalist Modernity”, in Ramirez (ed.), Rethinking the Nineteenth Century, pp. 103–107;
republished in Tomich, Through the Prism of Slavery, pp. 56–71; Dale Tomich, “Commodity
Frontiers, Spatial Economies, and Technological Innovation in the Caribbean Sugar Industry”, in
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The concept of the second slavery is constructed within theoretical
assumptions and methodological procedures that derive from the world-
systems perspective. At the same time, it reworks that perspective in order
to more adequately account for the specificity of particular social forma-
tions and the complexity of the historical processes forming and reforming
the capitalist world-system. It does not emphasize only the distinctive
character of slavery in nineteenth-century Brazil, Cuba, and the US South.
It also calls attention to the changing character of slavery within the
expansion and reformation of the world-economy and the coexistence and
interdependence of slavery, wage labor (and by implication other forms of
commodity producing labor, including combinations of coerced labor and
wage labor and/or subsistence labor), and industrial production within a
unified world division of labor. In this way, it seeks to contribute to our
understanding of the changing character of the world-system itself. As
opposed to linear narratives of slavery and the binomial opposition of
slavery and freedom, whether posited globally (“universally”) or repeated
in each national context, this approach formulates the problem of slave
production in terms of global–local relations. It seeks to understand how
particular slave formations are the specific local or regional products of
world-systemic processes and how such formations contribute to the
structuring and restructuring of the capitalist world-system.
This approach provides a means by which we may comprehend the

variety and complexity of historically formed global–local relations. Local
research is constructed in a way that reveals the global. Particular local
historical-geographical complexes of slavery are conceived as parts of a
larger, historically changing whole. They are formed within and as parts of
broader fields of relations and meaning. The theoretical reconstruction of
historical particulars with this framework discloses time-space differences
between apparently similar phenomena – slavery, plantation, colonialism,
frontiers, etc. Role, function, and meaning are specific within the historical
formation and reformation of the broader whole. Each individual
historical-geographical complex – i.e. the US cotton frontier, the Cuban
sugar frontier, and the Brazilian coffee frontier – is a specific point of con-
centration of relations and processes operating on diverse spatial and temporal
levels. At the same time, the global whole is made and remade through the
historical particulars that comprise it. The concepts employed in this per-
spective are relational and entail a logic of “double specification”: by histori-
cally specifying these slave formations within the processes reforming the
world-system during the nineteenth century, this approach simultaneously

Adrian Leonard and David Pretel (eds) The Caribbean and the Atlantic World Economy: Circuits
of Trade, Money, and Knowledge, 1650–1914 (London, 2015), pp. 184–216.
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contributes to specifying and concretizing our knowledge of theworld-system
as a whole. The global discloses the local as the local discloses the global.
From this perspective, each particular local history is regarded as the

product of the confluence of relations and processes operating across
multiple spatial-temporal planes ranging from place-specific environmental
conditions to the world market and interstate system. It forms a distinct
historical-geographical complex that is understood not as an empirically
discrete, independent, and internally integrated unit with its own history,
but rather as what I have elsewhere characterized as “the local face of world
process”.9 Here “global” and “local” are treated not as ontologically sepa-
rate entities or independent “levels” of analysis, but as opposite poles of a
unified but spatially and temporally complex set of relations. Considered as
analytical units, such particular formations are not taken as given and
integrated entities, each with its own economy, polity, and society, and thus
its own history that is “internal” to its boundaries. Instead, they are treated
as outcomes that are continually made and remade through the variety of
historical relations and processes of which they form a part. Each particular
element or formation is formed through its relations with all other elements
as parts of a unified and structured world-system from which they derive
their meaning and function. From this perspective, particular social for-
mations are conceived as specific configurations of conditions, relations,
and processes of diverse spatial and temporal extension, which are not
necessarily coterminous with the boundaries of the local unit, but rather
converge to determine its individual character. Each forms a distinct
historical-geographical complex that has its own history and is the product
of that individual but situated history.10 At the same time, it is constitutive
of the historical formation of the world-economic whole. In general terms,
we may construe these processes as the histories that precede incorporation
into the capitalist world-system, the specific historical conditions of incor-
poration into the system, and the histories of their production and repro-
duction within, and contribution to, the system. With incorporation into
world-economic relations, each particular local history is reoriented and
restructured. It is formed within the history of the unified world-economy
of which it is a part.

9. Dale Tomich, Slavery in the Circuit of Sugar: Martinique and the World-Economy, 1830–1848
(Albany, NY, 2016), pp. 133–192.
10. The concept of historical-geographical complex refers to the specific spatial configurations of
economic relations. It is the structural unity of multiple factors and is grounded in geography,
environment, the material conditions of production and circulation of goods. Rather than taking
political boundaries as already given, this perspective emphasizes their historical formation. See
Vitorino Magalhães Godinho, “Complexo Histórico-Geográfico.” In J. Serrão (ed.), Dicionario
de História de Portugal (Porto, 1961), pp. 130–135.
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This conception of particular formations as parts of the world-systemic
whole compels us to reconsider the concept of the capitalist world-system
and its methodological implications. The world-systems perspective provides
a powerful analytical tool. However, its methodological implications have
been relatively neglected, and it is often taken, even by its proponents, as a
theory to be applied to historical reality rather than as a framework for
organizing inquiry.11 In its effort to grasp the historical development of
capitalism as a whole, the world-systems perspective dramatically reorients
the framework of analysis, in contrast to those of conventional Marxism and
comparative sociology or history. Instead of presuming a multiplicity of
independent national or local units of analysis, this perspective is grounded
on the assumption of a comprehensive and singular historical system.
However, the conception of the world-economic whole that is posited

here needs to be critically examined if we are fully to grasp the methodo-
logical and theoretical implications of such an assumption. On the one
hand, the whole is not identified with the totality of facts, that is, the sum of
all possible knowledge of the historical world. The sum of all facts is, of
course, unknowable; more to the point, such a conception removes from
consideration the substantive historical relations that structure the totality.
From such a methodological perspective, the various parts comprising the
world-economic whole can be added, subtracted, or rearranged at will. On
the other hand, neither is the world-economic whole regarded as an
already-given superordinate structure, a distinct reality that exists over and
above its parts. This latter conception is exemplified by Charles Tilly’s
proposal for “encompassing comparison”. Tilly’s approach seeks to provide
more adequate causal accounts of variation between cases locating them
within an overarching structure or process. Explanations of similarities or
differences between cases are consequences of their relationships to this
governing whole. In this way, Tilly seeks to historically ground comparison
and causal explanation in the specific temporal and spatial context provided
by the governing unit.12 Comparison is conditioned by the location of the
units being compared in an encompassing structure, which is external to
them. In this formulation, the whole is treated as an abstract and inde-
pendent entity that takes precedence over the parts, while the sub-
ordinate parts are conceptually independent of one another and of the
whole. The challenge here is to keep from treating the whole and its parts
as if they refer to discrete empirical entities that are opposed to one

11. In my view, the two essays that most fully and critically elaborate the methodological
assumptions underlying of the world-systems perspective are Hopkins, “The Study of the
Capitalist World-Economy, pp. 29–32; Terence K. Hopkins, “World-Systems Analysis: Metho-
dological Issues”, in Hopkins, Wallerstein and Associates, World-Systems Analysis, pp. 145–158.
12. Charles Tilly, Big Structures, Large Processes, Huge Comparisons. (New York, 1984), pp. 60,
74, 125–143.
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another as independent things. Such an already-given governing whole
would remain an abstraction that is unable to account for the richness
and complexity of the parts and their relations with one another. The
formation and interrelation of the units would again be removed from
consideration.13

In contrast to these conceptions of the whole, the capitalist world-system
is regarded here as an historically evolving, self-forming totality of unified
relations and process. However, it is not taken as an empirical whole, but
rather as a methodological construct that guides the theoretical appropria-
tion and reconstruction of historical reality. Its specific structure is con-
ceived as formed through the historically changing relation and interaction
among its parts. At the same time, the whole unifies and orders the relations
among those parts and thus gives them coherence as a system. This world-
economic whole provides the abstract and provisional point of departure
and guide for selecting, ordering, analyzing, and interpreting relevant facts.
Our concern is not to account for all possible facts, but for those facts that
are structurally parts of the whole. By differentiating, specifying, analyzing,
and integrating particular relations and processes within this totality, this
procedure allows us to reconstruct the capitalist world-economy as a con-
crete historical totality, that is to say, to move cognitively from the whole to
the parts and from the parts to the whole.14 Such an approach avoids what
Derek Sayer calls “violent abstractions”.15 Local or national units are not
taken as independent, externally bounded, internally integrated entities.
Rather, global and local are treated as inherently connected and mutually
formative; but neither is reduced to the other. The local retains its particular
character even as it is reproduced within the totality of world-economic
relations. It defines the whole as it defines itself. At the same time, the
significance of each local part derives from its position within relations of
varying spatial and temporal extension comprising the global whole. Con-
versely, the global whole cannot be outside of or superior to its local parts
because it is formed through its interaction with them. Thus, the world-
economy is conceived as a relation that is at once structured and structuring,
the changing relation between the whole and its parts.16 From this

13. Tomich, Through the Prism of Slavery, pp. 123–124; Karol Kosík, Dialectics of the Concrete:
A Study on Problems of Man and World (Dordrecht, 1976), pp. 17–32.
14. Kosík, Dialectics of the Concrete, pp. 17–32.
15. Derek Sayer,The Violence of Abstraction: The Analytic Foundations of Historical Materialism
(Oxford, 1987).
16. Kosík, Dialectics of the Concrete, pp. 18–19, 22–23. The world-systems approach thus goes
beyond the bilateral metropolis–satellite relations proposed by theories of dependency or
underdevelopment. It instead allows us to comprehend complex, multilateral relations and pro-
cesses and incorporate plural temporalities and spatial extensions into our analysis.
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perspective, the task is to comprehend the local through the global and the
global through the local.
Thus, the analysis underlying the second slavery is an attempt to critically

rework the world-systems approach so that it more adequately incorpo-
rates specific local relations and processes. The historical development of
each of the three commodity frontiers of the second slavery is simulta-
neously global and local. Instead of construing the US South, Cuba, and
Brazil as separate but commensurate slave plantation societies with com-
parable constellations of land, slave labor, and technology, this approach
regards them as spatially and temporally specific “bundles of relations”.17

These “bundles” are treated as provisionally isolated instances that are
formed within broader unitary world-systemic processes. In each instance,
land, slave labor, and capital were mobilized and technologies appropriate
to each crop were deployed in specific environmental-geographical and
historical conditions and formed distinct zones of production. These dis-
tinct configurations of material, social, and economic relations established
new commodity circuits that were firmly anchored in the emergent indus-
trial division of labor. Thus, each such space is a particular historical out-
come formed through its relation to other such spaces and to the world-
economy as a whole. Such formations may share characteristics with one
another to varying degrees but each is necessarily spatially and temporally
singular. At the same time, they are formative of the world-economic
whole. The structural similarities between these historical-geographical
complexes provide the point of departure for a deeper inquiry into
their specificity.18

THE PROBLEM OF METHOD

The approach presented here is not a theory. Rather, it is a perspective, a
method of inquiry into a range of problems. But this method is not arbi-
trary: rather, it must be appropriate for the problem under consideration.
The world-system perspective inverts the logic of conventional social sci-
ence or comparative history. Here, the logic of inquiry does not attempt to
construct the whole by adding up the parts, nor does it look for “lawful
variations” among commensurate cases. Instead of presuming a multiplicity
of independent and comparable units (societies), it presupposes a single
unified world-economy in which each local part is constituted differently
from the others and occupies a distinctive temporal-spatial location. The
theoretical assumptions of the world-system perspective require distinct
methodological procedures. Because global–local relations are conceived as

17. Eric R. Wolf, Europe and the People Without History (Berkeley, CA, 1982), p. 2.
18. Kosík, Dialectics of the Concrete, p. 20.
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part-whole relations, relations between the units under consideration are
regarded as hierarchical and asymmetrical. Whole and part cannot be
reduced to one another. The whole is formed through the relation of its
parts but is superior to any particular part and regulates the relation among
them: the parts are the product of their relation to one another and to the
whole, but they cannot be directly assimilated to the whole. Therefore,
causal and comparative strategies must account for this asymmetric and
relational structure. The units under examination are neither independent
of, nor commensurate with one another. Rather, particular phenomena are
interrelated and derive their meaning from their position in the whole.
Within this framework, the relations forming and reforming the units are

more the focus of attention than the properties of the units themselves.
Social historical causality is necessarily tied to the complex interdependence
and interaction of diverse relations. The units themselves are not taken as
given. Instead, each particular unit is regarded as “a partial outcome of
complex causes and a partial cause of complex outcomes”.19 Viewed in this
way, the attributes or features of particular units are markers or points of
reference for comprehending systemic processes. By analyzing them within
this perspective it is possible to establish how they are formed within
broader fields of relations and processes, and how they disclose world-
systemic processes. Consequently, the task of analysis is to differentiate and
specify particular relations and processes within the unifying world-
economic whole and to reconstruct their relation to one another and to the
whole. In this way, it is possible to also specify the abstract whole and arrive
at a more concrete understanding of its structure and the historical pro-
cesses forming it.
This conception of a structured and unified world-systemic whole with

subordinate parts allows us to distinguish between the unit of analysis and
particular units of observation. The former refers to the concept of world-
systemic whole as the analytical framework (the assumptions and pre-
suppositions guiding inquiry). The latter refers to the particular units that
are selected as the objects of inquiry. These are theoretically and historically
reconstructed by critically selecting, evaluating, and interpreting appro-
priate factual material; analyzing in detail the forms of their development;
and tracing the relations through which they are connected to the world-
system. Thus, we may study particular time-space constellations, or
geographical-historical complexes, of relations within the world-system,
for example Barbados, Jamaica, or Cuba, but they are to be analyzed and
interpreted as parts of the larger world historical whole. They are under-
stood as particular configurations of world-systemic processes even as they
are constitutive elements of the world-system.

19. Hopkins, “World-Systems Analysis”, p. 147.
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The distinction between the unit of analysis and the units of observation has
been the source of a great deal of misunderstanding by both proponents of the
world-systems approach and its critics. The alleged inability of the world-
systems approach to account for the particularity and complexity of local or
national change has been one of the reasons many scholars have been critical
of this perspective. However, in my view, such responses result from a failure
to recognize the distinctive methodological assumptions and procedures
posited by the world-systems perspective. These derive from the singular
character of the world-system. It is at once the conceptual framework for
organizing knowledge (unit of analysis) and a substantive historical relation
(unit of observation). As unit of analysis the concept of the world-system is
the methodological presupposition of inquiry. This formulation of the world-
economic whole is necessarily abstract and notional. It is the point of depar-
ture for investigation of a social historical reality that is not yet known. The
relations and processes historically forming it have yet to be specified. Speci-
fication can only take place through the theoretical appropriation, analysis,
and interpretation of historical particulars. The differentiation and specifica-
tion of historical particulars discloses the concrete historical structure of the
world-economy as a unified, but hierarchically structured spatial-temporal
whole by establishing the specific historical relations and processes forming
the object under investigation. Thus, world-system as conceptual framework
and point of departure is distinct from theworld-system as product of analysis
and interpretation, as point of arrival and outcome of analysis.20

Collapsing the distinction between world-system as the conceptual pre-
supposition of inquiry and the concrete conception of the world-system as
the outcome of analysis results in an abstract, static, and suprahistorical
conception of the world-systemic whole that is taken to stand outside of
isolated and equally abstract facts. Such a conception is unable to theore-
tically appropriate empirical reality in its historical richness and complexity.
It can only treat the whole as greater than its parts. As a result, historical
analysis is reduced to merely classifying abstract facts into already given
categories. Explanation, then, derives not from the relations among the facts
but from the relations among abstract categories. Functional descriptive
categories dominate. Events and processes are narrated within unchanging
categories, and the system appears as an ever-present “external cause”. We
are presented with a historical structure without a history.21

In the approach presented here, the purpose of inquiry is to understand
processes of change and societal transformation, not to catalogue static
characteristics of a given phenomenon. Beginning from the world-system as
unit of analysis, investigation proceeds through examination of the unit of

20. Kosík, Dialectics of the Concrete, pp. 20–21.
21. Ibid., p. 22.
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observation which forms the object of inquiry. This may be a particular
process, relation, social formation, or even the world-system itself,
depending upon the problem that is selected. The task of analysis is to
specify the relations and process through which the particular unit is
formed in order to establish it as a part of the whole. Theoretically recon-
structing the particular unit of observation within the world-economic
whole establishes the complex interrelation and interaction of the elements
through which it is formed. The part being theoretically reconstructed plays
a twofold role in this approach: it is at once a product and a producer. On
the one hand, investigation seeks to determine the specific relations and
processes that form the unit being observed; on the other hand, it also seeks
to determine the ways that the part contributes to the formation of the
world-systemic whole by historically reconstructing the relations that
structure and restructure that whole. Through this procedure, theoretical
appropriation and reconstruction of particular historical developments
contributes at the same time to comprehension of the world-system as a
specific historical structure of relations and meanings. Specification of the
part is simultaneously specification of the whole. The process of cognition
returns to its starting point, to the world-system as a whole, but now as the
outcome of research and analysis, an empirically rich reconstruction of the
world-system as a concrete, structured totality of historically specific rela-
tions.22 This approach implies that the relation of capitalism and slavery
cannot be resolved through definitions, but rather needs to be approached
through theoretically informed empirical investigation of continually
changing combinations of diverse social relations. At the same time, it
provides a perspective that allows us to understand broader sets of changes
throughout the capitalist world-economy.
The approach presented here has much in common with what Philip

McMichael has termed “incorporating comparison”.23 McMichael pro-
poses the strategy of incorporating comparison as a means of avoiding the
limitations of abstract and formal comparisons that presume fixed units of
analysis, generally national societies, conceived independently of historical
time. At the same time, he seeks to provide an alternative to Immanuel
Wallerstein’s conception of the modern world-system as an already-given,
comprehensive social historical whole. McMichael’s approach does not
presume an a priori all-encompassing world-system. Rather, it is based on
comparisons of historically specific relations and processes conceived as
parts of a self-forming whole. Here, comparison progressively constructs
the whole by contextualizing the parts. In McMichael’s view, “totality is a

22. Ibid., pp. 22–29.
23. Philip McMichael, “Incorporating Comparison within a World-Historical Perspective: An
Alternative Historical Method”, American Journal of Sociology, 55:3 (1990), pp. 385–397.
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conceptual procedure rather than an empirical or conceptual premise”. He
contends that such an approach gives specific substance to the historical
processes forming the whole and overcomes prioritizing a conception of the
capitalist world-economy as an already given whole.24 In contrast, I wish to
argue that in order to specify such relations and processes, the comparison
must be grounded in at least a provisional notion of the capitalist world-
economy as a totality. Without such a premise there is no field within which
to order the relations and processes identified by the comparison. The
conception of the world-economic whole cannot be established simply by
comparison of specific instances as McMichael seems to imply. We cannot
compare all possible parts. Rather, parts are selected in the light of the
problem under consideration. The task of comparison is not to construct
the whole, but rather to specify and concretize the relations and processes
comprising it. Nonetheless, the reformulation presented here is sufficiently
aligned with McMichael’s approach that the term “incorporating compar-
ison” remains a valid designation for both. Its continued use is preferable to
the creation of a new term in order to try to differentiate the two
approaches.

INCORPORATING COMPARISON: JAMAICA ,
GUIANA, CUBA

I would like to briefly sketch a comparison between Jamaica, Guiana, and
Cuba during the nineteenth century in order to practically demonstrate this
approach and to indicate how the analysis of the second slavery was ela-
borated.25 This comparative strategy presented here is not universally valid.
Rather, it grounds comparison in world-systemic processes. Here, com-
parison is not the abstract framework of inquiry, but its substance. Its
purpose is to give historical content to global–local relations by specifying
the relations and processes forming the system through comparison of the
parts.26 The apparent structural similarities and differences between these
zones is the point of departure for a deeper investigation to establish the
specificity of each within world-economic processes. By comparing how
local geographical historical complexes and the relations among them are
restructured, this approach establishes spatial-temporal differences between
apparently similar processes and contributes to a more concrete under-
standing of the historical forces transforming the structure of the world-
economy as a whole.

24. McMichael, “Incorporating Comparison”, pp. 386–391.
25. This comparison is fully developed in Tomich, “Commodity Frontiers, Spatial Economies,
and Technological Innovation”, pp. 184–216.
26. McMichael, “Incorporating Comparison”, p. 386.
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A provisional notion of the capitalist world-economy during the cycle of
material and economic expansion between 1815 and 1860 provides the unit
of analysis and grounds the comparison. In contrast to conventional com-
parative strategies, Jamaica, Guiana, and Cuba are treated not as indepen-
dent and commensurate cases of slave plantation societies, but rather as
parts of this larger whole. They represent differentiated historical outcomes
of world-systemic processes.27 Each historical-geographical complex is a
distinct instance of slave sugar production within a unified world-economic
division of labor. Each has its own particular history where land, slave labor,
and technology combined in different ways with different consequences.
Thus, land, labor, and technology appear not as autonomous and equivalent
“factors” or “variables”, but as historically formed social relations that are
constituted differently in each instance. As parts of the world-economic
whole, they form units of observation of world-economic processes.
By emphasizing the unity of world-economic processes, this approach

opens the way for comprehending the relational character of the instances
under comparison. Instead of external contextualization, incorporated
comparison seeks to relate apparently separate moments in order to grasp
them as interconnected components of a broader, world-historical process
or conjuncture. Such interrelated instances are “both integral to, and define,
the general historical process”.28 The aim of comparison here is to analyze
the way that each instance under examination is historically constituted
within and constitutive of the relations forming the world-economy, and
the ways in which the differences between them are consequential for his-
torical development. By comparing the relations between such instances,
we will be able to specify the processes and relations through which the
various historical-geographic complexes are formed, but also to determine,
at the same time, the structure and organization of the world-system as a
historically formed whole.
A comparison the slave-sugar complexes of Jamaica, Guiana, and Cuba

within the cycle of expansion of the world-economy between 1815 and
1860 calls attention to distinct local histories as parts of the complex
structure of world-economy and reinterprets the history of slavery. For the
purposes of this comparison, the salient features of this world-economic
cycle include industrialization, urbanization, and population growth, the
American and Haitian Revolutions, Latin American independence, the rise
of anti-slavery in its various forms, British abolition of the slave trade, and
British economic and political hegemony over the world-system. The
expansion and restructuring of the world sugar market was a central aspect
of this world-economic cycle, and Jamaica, Guiana, and Cuba were major

27. Ibid., p. 392.
28. Ibid., p. 389.
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centers of production. The end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 initiated the
dramatic expansion of world sugar production and the reorganization of
world markets. This cycle of expansion accentuated the difference between
old sugar colonies and new commodity frontiers. Jamaica, Guiana, and
Cuba each had a distinct historical trajectory that determined how it was
reformed as part of the emergent world division of labor during this cycle of
expansion.
Jamaica was an old plantation colony. By the mid-eighteenth century, it

was already Britain’s leading sugar producer. The prime lands for sugar
cultivation, located on the coastal lowlands and inland valleys, were already
occupied by the 1790s. The Haitian Revolution initiated a wave of expan-
sion onto less favorable lands. Production nearly doubled between 1792
and 1799 and reached its peak in 1804. Geographical and physical condi-
tions combined with the demand for sugar and availability of capital and
slave labor to determine the scale of production. The size, number, and
location of plantations and the size and composition of their slave labor
forces were organized according to the material and technical conditions
that prevailed during the eighteenth century. Jamaica’s response to the new
cycle of expansion after 1815 was contraction and consolidation. The sugar
industry had reached its environmental and socioeconomic limits. Planta-
tions in marginal areas were abandoned and production contracted to the
original zone of prime lands. Estates in the old zone were marginally
expanded onto unoccupied or uncultivated lands or they were consolidated.
Slaves were shifted to sugar production from other activities, and planters
adopted new grinding and milling technologies. However, the scale of
plantation organization had been determined in the eighteenth century, so
that increases in output and efficiency were marginal. In the absence of
extensive new territory for expansion, technological innovation did not
have a transformative effect. Rather it reinforced the existing agrarian
structure. Because of the topography of the island and the already existing
built environment it was difficult to achieve the optimal combination of
land, labor, and technology. Although Jamaica remained the world’s leading
producer until the mid-1820s, production remained relatively stable and
even declined slightly until slave emancipation in 1834.
Britain acquired Guiana at the end of the NapoleonicWars. This territory

was a new frontier of sugar production. Its 1,750-square-mile coastal plain
contained large tracts of virgin land and offered excellent conditions for
sugar production. However, most of this land was at or below sea level and
cultivation required the construction of a massive system of dikes and
canals. Because much of this land was unoccupied, it was possible to con-
struct larger plantations that were adequate to the requirements of the new
industrial sugar manufacturing technologies that became available during
the first half of the nineteenth century. However, Guiana was incorporated
into the Empire after Britain abolished its slave trade. Even though it
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became the most important British sugar colony, it was faced with a chronic
shortage of labor. With the abolition of slavery, Asian indentured laborers
were imported to meet the growing demand for labor. Guianese plantations
were larger, more capital intensive, and more technologically advanced than
elsewhere in the British West Indies. The size of capital investment required
for their operation encouraged technological innovation and the con-
solidation of very large estates in order to take maximum advantage of the
new machinery and the favorable conditions for agriculture. Guianese
planters were able to increase output and productivity through amalgama-
tion of properties, economies of scale, technological innovation, and control
over the labor force and wage rates. But sugar production could not expand
beyond the geographical and environmental constraints of the coastal sugar
zone. Guianese production and, with it, the demand for labor, remained
relatively stable.
Like Guiana, the Spanish colony of Cuba was a new sugar frontier. It

contained 30,000 square miles of virgin prairie that offered ideal conditions
for sugar cultivation. The Cuban sugar industry grew slowly after the
1760s, but the decisive turning point was the slave revolution in Haiti. The
destruction of the world’s leading sugar producer created the opportunity
for Cuba to become a major sugar producer if it could free itself from the
restrictions placed upon it by Spanish colonialism. Havana planters elabo-
rated a strategy of free trade in slaves, free trade in sugar, and the application
of science and technology to sugar production that guided the development
of the sugar industry during the first part of the nineteenth century. Cuban
agriculture in general, and sugar in particular, were retarded because the
Royal Navy had control of the forest and forbid the cutting of trees. In
1815, the Spanish navy lost control over the forest and the island’s vast
interior was opened up to sugar production. Sugar cultivation spread across
Cuba’s extensive interior at the expense of the forest. However, the size of
the Cuban sugar zone was actually an obstacle to its development. Only
with the construction of a railroad network beginning in 1837 was the
interior opened to the sugar industry. The railroad allowed the dramatic
technological transformation of the Cuban sugar industry. The first half of
the nineteenth century saw a sequence of technological innovations in
grinding and refining that greatly increased to quantity and quality of sugar
produced. Each innovation required greater acreage and more slaves to
realize optimal efficiency and profitability. With each innovation, the rail-
road allowed the sugar producers to expand onto new lands and construct
larger plantations. Further, the demand for labor generated by the sugar
plantations drove the slave trade to Cuba to unprecedented levels despite
British pressure to abolish the international slave trade. By the end of the
1820s, Cuba became the world’s leading sugar producer and doubled its
production every ten years into the 1870s. By 1860, it had over 900 semi-
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mechanized and fully mechanized sugar mills and accounted for a quarter of
world supply.
Treating Jamaica, Guiana, and Cuba as distinct historical-geographical

complexes that are constituted within the nineteenth-century world-econ-
omy, rather than as uniform and comparable “cases” of plantations slavery,
enables us to account for the diversity and complexity of processes forming
each sugar producing zone. Contrary to interpretations that regard slavery
as backward, pre-modern, and pre-capitalist, the perspective outlined here
calls attention to the specific ways planters in each location expanded and
restructured production in accordance with new market conditions pre-
vailing after 1815. At the same time, it reveals the particular geographical,
material, and social-economic constraints that each faced. The contrasting
outcomes are not simply the result of properties internal to Jamaica, Gui-
ana, and Cuba. Rather, they derive from the interrelation of the three zones
and their reciprocal interaction within the expanding nineteenth-century
world-economy. They may be seen to represent divergent local outcomes of
the expansion and restructuring of the world-economy, and more particu-
larly the world sugar market, during the nineteenth century. The efforts of
Jamaican planters to increase the productivity and efficiency of their estates
progressively reinforced the pre-existing spatial and social organization of
production. Despite their efforts to adopt new technologies and reorganize
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slave labor Jamaican planters were increasingly marginalized. In contrast,
both Guianese and Cuban planters had to invest in the efficient and prof-
itable use of the resources available to them in order to overcome Jamaica’s
initial productive advantage. With more cultivable land at their disposal,
and access to a labor supply that could be productively employed on their
more extensive territories, whether through slavery or indenture, they
established larger and more efficient plantations, incorporated the most
advanced technologies, and produced more and better sugar with which
Jamaica could not compete. Both Jamaica and Guiana enjoyed a favored
position in the British market, even though British demand outstripped
West Indian production by the 1830s, at least until the repeal of the Corn
Laws and the beginning of a policy of free trade in 1846. Cuba, on the other
hand, had to place its sugar in competitive markets and was under constant
pressure to increase efficiency and productivity. While Guiana was con-
strained by definite spatial, technological and socio-economic limits, Cuba’s
superior endowment of land, and access to slave labor enabled planters to
continually restructure production around new technologies. The dramatic
increase of Cuban sugar production enabled it to dominate world produc-
tion and restructure the world market.
Slave labor, land, and technology in Jamaica, Guiana, and Cuba derive

their role and meaning from their position within specific historically
interrelated and changing configurations within the relations and processes
forming the world-economy. Comparison of these three related instances
reveals the radical reconfiguration of slave sugar production in distinct
historical geographical conditions. The changes in each productive zone
were at once structured and structuring. These complexes were not equally
susceptible to economic and technological rationalization. The more thor-
oughly and effectively each region exploited the possibilities given within
its particular spatial and temporal configuration, the more the gap between
them widened. At the same time, the differentiation and changing inter-
relation of these three zones transformed the global hierarchy of production
and restructured of the world division of labor.
Through the theoretical appropriation and analysis of these three slave

sugar complexes we are able to move beyond our initial provisional concept
of world-system and contribute to its reconstruction as a specific concrete
complex, structured historical whole. By treating each of these instances as a
historically specific historical geographical complex of slave sugar produc-
tion, we can trace the formation of new productive spaces through time.
Taken together, Jamaica, Guiana, and Cuba allow us to reconstruct the
transnational expansion of sugar production through the creation of new
differentiated commodity frontiers as the mode of expansion of the capi-
talist world-economy. Each historical-geographical complex is an outcome
of processes that are dependent upon its temporal and spatial relations
within the historical processes forming the capitalist world-system, which
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are, in part, disclosed by the trajectory of each complex. Each zone estab-
lished production on a distinct historical scale and possessed a distinct
temporal rhythm. The cycle of world-economic expansion, driven by
industrial capital, unified and ordered these particular local cycles. It created
the conditions for the local complexes, shaped the articulation of their
temporal sequences, trajectories, and rhythms, and hierarchized the relation
between them. Jamaica represents not merely the persistence of an old
pattern of plantation production, but its reproduction, and reinforcement
under new conditions of capital accumulation. The very attempts to mod-
ernize and rationalize production in Jamaica reinforced the existing struc-
tures of production and progressively marginalized the Jamaican sugar
economy. Jamaica’s “backwardness” was as much a product of the world-
economic cycle as the spatial and industrial reconfiguration of the Guianese
and Cuban slave sugar complexes.
This approach contrasts to that of economic historians, who analyze

individual societies in isolation and are concerned only with profitability
and productivity. These scholars argue that the British West Indies “were
capable of vigorous growth and expansion” after 1814 and disqualify any
economic cause for slave emancipation in the British West Indies. On
similar grounds, they emphasize, “the continuing vitality of the British
West Indies well into the nineteenth century”.29 In this approach, the
declining position of both Jamaica and Guiana, Britain’s leading producers,
despite, technological innovation, increasing efficiency and productivity, is
eliminated from consideration. For the second slavery approach, on the
other hand, the question of slave labor is not taken in isolation as a factor of
production. It focuses, rather, on the interrelation of environment, labor,
and technology in a specific political economic conjuncture. Guiana and
Cuba were not merely repetitions of Jamaica, but new sugar frontiers that
dramatically restructured slavery and plantation agriculture, shaped the
emergent economic and political conditions of the world-economic cycle of
accumulation. Sugar production was constituted on a new scale in Guiana.
Larger plantations incorporated new industrial technologies and indenture
provided a substitute for slave labor. However, environmental-geographical
limits and the chronic shortage of labor restricted the development of the
Guianese sugar industry and made it into a second-rank producer. In con-
trast, the extent of the Cuban sugar frontier enabled producers to mobilize
land and slave labor and to incorporate industrial techniques in ways not
possible elsewhere. Slavery and sugar production in Cuba were radically
reconstituted. More land was brought under cultivation and larger, and

29. Seymour M. Drescher, Econocide: British Slavery in the Era of Abolition (Pittsburgh, PA,
1977), p. 160; David Eltis, Economic Growth and the Ending of the Transatlantic Slave Trade
(New York, 1987), p. 5.
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more technologically advanced sugar plantations were established on a scale
unknown elsewhere. Cuban sugar production accelerated at an ever-
increasing rate and reached levels never before attained.

CONCLUSION

By grounding our analysis in the spatial-temporal relations of the capitalist
world-economy it is possible to comprehend the radical rupture and his-
torical discontinuity that defines the second slavery. The expansion of the
transnational sugar frontier was not merely the quantitative increase of the
area under cultivation. Rather, the new cycle of material and economic
expansion, premised upon industrial capital and competitive markets, was
characterized by spatial restructuring and temporal acceleration. Both
Guiana and Cuba were formative of the new configuration of the world
division of labor. Guiana was restricted by its limited geographical area and
its chronic labor shortage. Cuba, on the other hand, expanded production
on an unprecedented scale. There, the radical reconstitution of slave labor
and sugar production through increases in scale, new technologies, and new
strategies to increase slave productivity kept pace with the volume and pace
of expanding world demand and contributed to the restructuring of the
world division of labor driven by industrial capital. The cycle of Cuban
sugar production thus marks the spatial-temporal rupture that defines the
second slavery.
The concept of the second slavery provides a vantage point fromwhich to

reappraise the history of slavery in the Americas and, indeed, the history of
capitalism as a world-economy. This approach enables us to specify
apparently similar phenomena in terms of spatial-temporal difference by
establishing the specificity and variety of particular complexes coexisting
within the total structure of the larger, unified world-systemic network of
political power, social domination, and economic activity. The distinctive
limits and/or possibilities of sugar production in Jamaica, Guiana, and Cuba
were only clarified through the processes reordering world capitalism in the
economic-political conjuncture during the first part of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Cuba and the other zones of the second slavery anchored the new
world division of labor and enabled the domination of industrial capital.
Further, by reshaping world commodity markets, they were fundamental
factors in the crisis of the older zones of colonial slavery and the abolition of
slavery in them. At the same time, the regimes of the second slavery call
attention to the centrality and continuity of diverse forms of coerced labor
and the importance of spatial-temporal difference in the remaking of capi-
talist world-economy during the nineteenth century. They thereby provide
a vantage point from which to analyze and interpret the continuity of
coerced labor and the diversity of its forms after the destruction of Atlantic
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slavery – including transnational labor migration and contract labor,
tenancy and sharecropping, compulsory labor services, rural proletar-
ianization, and peasantization – in the economic and material expansion and
transformation of the world-economy. Thus, by emphasizing the coex-
istence, interrelation, and interdependence of diverse forms of social pro-
duction, the perspective of the second slavery offers a fruitful approach not
only to Atlantic slavery, but also to subsequent regimes of unfree labor and
racial-ethnic stratification in the expanding world-economy.
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Dale Tomich. Le second esclavage et le capitalisme mondial: Une perspective pour la
recherche historique.

Le concept du second esclavage réinterprète radicalement la relation entre l’esclave et
le capitalisme, en attirant l’attention sur l’émergence de nouvelles zones étendues de
production de marchandise esclave dans le sud américain, à Cuba et au Brésil en tant
que partie de l’industrialisation du dix-neuvième siècle et de l’expansion économique
mondiale. Cet article étudie le cadre conceptuel et les procédures méthodologiques
qui façonnent cette interprétation. Il reformule le concept de l’économie mondiale
capitaliste, en mettant l’accent sur la formation mutuelle et l’interrelation historique
des relations globales-locales. Cette conception ouverte de l’économie mondiale
permet la spécification temporelle-spatiale des zones du second esclavage. De la sorte,
il est possible tant de distinguer les nouvelles zones du second esclavage de zones
économiques mondiales antérieures de production d’esclavage que de définir les
manières dont elles sont formatives de la division du travail du monde industriel
émergeant. Dans cette optique, l’analyse de la production de sucre en Jamaïque, en
Guyane et à Cuba révèle des différences spatiales-temporelles entre ce que l’on pre-
ndrait sinon pour des complexes historiques-géographiques apparemment sembl-
ables. Cette comparaison démontre comment des processus économiques mondiaux
suscitent des histoires locales particulières, et comment ces histoires structurent
l’économie mondiale dans son ensemble. Cette approche situe la crise de l’esclavage
dans la réponse différentiée à des processus d’accumulation mondiale, plutôt que
dans l’incompatibilité de la production d’esclaves avec l’industrialisation et des
marchés ouverts et concurrentiels. Plus généralement, il attire l’attention sur la con-
tinuité de formes de travail forcé dans le développement historique de l’économie
mondiale capitaliste, et sur les manières par lesquelles des processus du développe-
ment capitaliste produisent une différenciation et une hiérarchie socio-économiques
à une échelle mondiale.

Traduction: Christine Plard

Dale Tomich.Die zweite Sklavenwirtschaft und der Weltkapitalismus: Eine historische
Untersuchungsperspektive.

Die Vorstellung einer zweiten Sklavenwirtschaft stellt eine radikale Neuinterpretation
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des Verhältnisses von Sklaverei und Kapitalismus dar. Sie macht auf die Entstehung
umfangreicher neuer Gebiete sklavenbasierter Warenproduktion in den US-
amerikanischen Südstaaten sowie in Kuba und Brasilien aufmerksam, wie sie im 19.
Jahrhundert imKontext von Industrialisierung und weltwirtschaftlicher Expansion zu
verzeichnen war. Der Beitrag untersucht den begrifflichen Rahmen und die metho-
dologischenVerfahren, die mit diesemAnsatz einhergehen, und legt zugleich auch eine
Neuinterpretation des Begriffs der kapitalistischen Weltwirtschaft vor, die die wech-
selseitige Prägung und historische Verschränkung globaler und lokaler Verhältnisse
betont. Ein solches offenes Verständnis der Weltwirtschaft erlaubt es, die Zonen der
zweiten Sklavenwirtschaft räumlich und zeitlich zu bestimmen. So wird es zum einen
möglich, die Zonen der neuen oder zweiten Sklavenwirtschaft von früheren welt-
wirtschaftlichen Zonen sklavenbasierter Produktion zu unterscheiden. Zum anderen
kann herausgearbeitet werden, auf welche Weise die Zonen der zweiten Skla-
venwirtschaft prägend waren für die im Entstehen begriffene industrielle Arbeit-
steilung. Die aus dieser Perspektive vorgenommene Analyse der Zuckerproduktion in
Jamaika,Guayana undKuba offenbart die raumzeitlicheUnterschiedlichkeit scheinbar
ähnlicher historisch-geografischer Komplexe. Die vergleichende Untersuchung zeigt,
wie weltwirtschaftliche Prozesse bestimmte lokalgeschichtliche Entwicklungen her-
beiführen und solche Entwicklungen wiederum die Weltwirtschaft als Ganze struk-
turieren. Dieser Ansatz verortet die Krise der Sklavenwirtschaft im 19. Jahrhundert, in
den unterschiedlichen Reaktionen auf Prozesse weltweiter Kapitalakkumulation, und
nicht etwa in der Unvereinbarkeit von sklavenbasierter Produktion mit Indus-
trialisierung und offenen, vonKonkurrenz geprägtenMärkten. In einem allgemeineren
Sinn wird dadurch auf die Kontinuität von Formen der Zwangsarbeit innerhalb der
historischen Entwicklung der kapitalistischen Weltwirtschaft verwiesen. Es wird
außerdem darauf aufmerksam gemacht, wie Prozesse kapitalistischer Entwicklung auf
Weltebene Formen sozio-ökonomischer Ausdifferenzierung und Hierarchisierung
hervorbringen.

Übersetzung: Max Henniger

Dale Tomich. La segunda esclavitud y el capitalismo mundial: Perspectivas para una
investigación histórica.

El concepto de la segunda esclavitud supone un reinterpretación radical de la relación
existente entre esclavitud y capitalismo llamando la atención en la emergencia de
extensas nuevas áreas de producción esclavista de mercancías en el sur de los Estados
Unidos, enCuba y en Brasil como parte del proceso de industrialización a lo largo del
siglo XIX y de la expansión económica mundial. En este artículo se examina el marco
conceptual y los procedimientos metodológicos que conducen a esta interpretación.
En él se reformula el concepto de economía mundo capitalista poniendo énfasis en la
mutual formación e interrelación histórica de la relaciones globales-locales. Esta
concepción abierta de la economía-mundo nos permite una especificación espacio-
temporal de las regiones de la segunda esclavitud. De esta forma, resulta posible tanto
distinguir las nuevas zonas donde se da la segunda esclavitud de aquellas zonas de
producción esclavista previas en la economía-mundo, como establecer las formas en
que participan en la configuración de la emergente división mundial del trabajo
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industrial. Desde esta perspectiva, el análisis de la producción azucarera en Jamaica,
Guyana y Cuba revela algunas diferencias espacio-temporales entre lo que de otra
manera se tomaría como complejos histórico-geográficos aparentemente semejantes.
Esta comparación demuestra cómo los procesos de la economía-mundo producen
historias locales particulares y cómo dichas historias estructuran la economía-mundo
como un todo. Este enfoque ubica la crisis de la esclavitud durante el siglo XIX en la
respuesta diferenciada a los procesos de acumulación mundial, en vez de incidir en la
incompatibilidad de la producción esclavista con la industrialización y los mercados
abiertos y competitivos. De formamás general, llama la atención sobre la continuidad
de las formas de trabajo forzoso en el desarrollo histórico de la economía-mundo
capitalista y sobre las formas en que los procesos de desarrollo capitalista producen
una diferenciación y una jerarquía socioeconómica a escala mundial.

Traducción: Vicent Sanz Rozalén
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